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             Biggins 2.0 - 245lbs - Complete Training Set - Machined Cast Iron
 
         Biggins 2.0 - 425lbs - Complete Training Set - Machined Cast Iron
 
         Biggins 425lbs - Complete Training Set - Machined Cast Iron
 
         Booty Builder Platinum V4
 
         Booty Builder V8
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     Clients Reviews 

  Montana Ranch
  
  I never leave a Testimonial when I buy from a company I just expect good service… But I have never been treated so good by a company that it   made me leave a Testimonial so here it goes. I own a small cattle ranch here in Montana we have over 20 employees the closest gym is about 30 miles away so we all decided to build our own 1000 sq foot gym on the Ranch, Before I ever meet Tony at The Bench Press I received 2 quotes from 3 other companies. One quote was for over $70,000 that was just nuts, the other quote was for $63,000 still nuts, the other company the service was horrible and very unprofessional they kept trying to sell me equipment that I did not want. I never realized buying gym equipment would be so difficult. But I stumbled upon The Bench Press.com I decided to give them a call and it was the best thing I ever did a guy named Tony picked up the phone and the rest is history after talking with Tony for about an hour YES an hour he was a very nice guy we talked about all kinds of things then he asked me a few questions like how big is the space that the equipment will be going in what kind of equipment I was looking for and what's my budget that we wanted to spend. 2 days later Tony emailed me my quote when I looked at it the price was so much cheaper than the other 2 quotes that I received and Tony quoted me on much better equipment than the other 2 companies did,So I thought to myself he quoted me on used equipment so I called Tony and I said the price is good but I wanted new equipment and he started to laugh and he said Woody this all brand new equipment and I said to him how are you so much cheaper than your competition and he simply said I’m not greedy and I want your repeat business. My budget was $40,000 Tony was $6000 under my budget the equipment was delivered 2 weeks later he made the whole deal an absolute pleasure from start to finish and I will absolutely be a repeat customer. Tony is a Man of his word he did everything and more that he told me. Thank you Tony you’re the Best. Woody Coleman, MT
  ... Read More Less  
  By : Woody Coleman


  Tony's A Stand Up Guy Who Will Take Great Care Of You.
  
  I've purchased several pieces of gym equipment from Tony and he's always treated me right. Definitely would recommend anyone looking for equipment to   give him a shot, you wont be disappointed  ... Read More Less  
  By : Mike Alley Wyoming, USA


  Gym Equipment
  
  I’ve known Tony for about 5 years now. This is my second time buying gym equipment from him. And I have to say there’s nobody else I would buy fro  m but him. Not only is he a genuine person but his equipment is the best in the world. Tony has always taken care of me and has always treated me like family. Don’t get to say this much but it’s nice to know there are a few good people left in this world. Thank you Tony.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Ryan Florida USA


  Beyond Thrilled! Support This Site!!!
  
  I just wanted to sing the praises of Tony and this website. With the Coronavirus crisis shutting down everything, I wanted to order the Powerblock Eli  te 50 dumbbells online and found this site. Four main things brought me here: 1) The items were in stock 2) They had the Cheapest price 3) Offered FREE Delivery 4) Was able to deliver faster than Amazon! Still, I was a bit nervous, since even Amazon mentioned on their site that shipping could take longer than expected, so I assumed that the same thing would happen here, but I took a chance and boy, did they come through!! I'm very happy with the customer service and them coming through, especially at this time. During a time like this, please support this man and his website. You will NOT be disappointed! Thank you again, Tony and wildergymequipment.com!!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Firawan Massachusetts, USA


  TDS Products
  
  TDS Products are of very good quality in the past, so I purchased more.    
  By : Joseph Devino, Newark, NJ


  Great Customer Service And Experience!
  
  I ordered Powerblock Adjustable Dumbbells and the service was excellent. Tony kept me updated on the status and even called me personally to ensure I   was kept in the loop and received everything. I was really impressed with his service and would never hesitate to order from here again. Wonderful experience!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Sean California, USA


  Home Gym
  
  I set out to build a great home gym and Tony helped me put a great list together, he was very pleasant to work with and wasn’t pushy at all. I would   definitely recommend you get your gym needs here. I got flooring, a squat rack, a home gym and all the dumbbells and weights a person could need at a reasonable price. I hope I don’t need anything else but if I do I’ll contact Tony for all my needs!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Robert Gribben Ohio, United State


  C-5900 FLAT BENCH
  
  Great equipment, expedient service. I most likely will conduct business with your company again. Thanks    
  By : Scott Z McClellan, Ohio


  Complete Gym Set-Up Tony Made It Happen
  
  I opened my first gym last year. I talked to a number of sales people at various companies but felt the most comfortable with Tony. He took a lot of t  ime with me figuring out what I needed to open my gym. Not only did he have the best price but had his own gym and knew what I needed to buy new and what I could use pre-owned. I furnished the entire gym thru Tony he set up shipping and set-up of equipment and helped find financing. I gave him the size of my space and my budget he did the rest. I still call him with questions and he always takes the time to help.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Steve Wright AK Fitness New Jersey


  Best Customer Service
  
  I can't say enough kind things about TheBenchPress.com and Tony. I ordered extenders for my 50lb Powerblocks and they didn't fit my weights. I ordered   the wrong kit and sent a message right away asking what to do. They easily could've brushed me off, or told me to return them and try again, but Tony went out of his way to help me find a new set of weights that would work for the extenders I just bought. Within days he had called me back, helped me place the order, and now they are on their way to me. Whenever I am in the market for new workout equipment, this is where I will look first! What a fantastic company. So grateful to have found this site.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Michaela Thompson Colorado, USA


  I want to thank you for you’re excellent customer service
  
  You were very prompt in responding to my issues with the power rack and plate rack assemblies. You got some brackets made, painted and shipped to me i  n no time at all. I Put the brackets on and they fit perfectly and it looks excellent. Again thank you. Top Notch Service!!! At New York Barbell!!! I will definitely be purchasing gym equipment from you in the future.” Thanks.  ... Read More Less  
  By : John B, New Mexico.


  Quick Shipping & Excellent Service
  
  So I placed an order on June 2nd for a pair of PowerBlock Sport 24 adjustable dumbbells. I received my tracking number within 2 days of ordering. I go  t my package delivered in perfect condition on June 11th. I am super pleased with my shopping experience here, considering I was unable to find this set anywhere else for the past couple of months. If you are thinking of placing an order, just DO IT, you won’t regret it!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Joana Ramirez CA, USA


  Hydraulic Squat Machine
  
  I only called Tony to inquire, but his kindness, genuineness, and knowledge won me over. I decided to not wait and could not be happier. The hydraulic   squat machine will last forever and will infuse both a cardio and strength training workout. With limited available time, this machine provides a full body workout in minutes. It also arrived expeditiously without any delays. I plan to purchase additional machines in the future for my wife and kids. Thank you Tony.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Terry B. Colorado


  BG1044RD
  
  Hello, we just wanted to write and let you know we received our order today and very happy with the product and the delivery. I would definitely order   from you guy's again. THANKS A LOT  ... Read More Less  
  By : Kathy & Louie


  Great Price, Good Quality, And Good Service!!
  
  Purchased this All American Pro Power Bench about 18 months ago. As good as any out there, including Forza. Great price, good quality, and good servic  e!! Thanx a lot!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Eric L.


  TDS 4 Way Neck Machine
  
  Not sure you can beat this for home use at this price. Just put it together last night and used it already. Easy to assemble and it’s nice and smoot  h. My son is 16 and plays running back and linebacker. His school does not have a neck machine so I just had to buy this knowing how a strong neck will help protect him from some concussions. Everyone that plays football should use one of these machines. Tony was amazing to work with....great customer service! I’ll be back. :)  ... Read More Less  
  By : Matt Wisconsin USA


  Tony At The Bench Press.Com Was Very Helpful
  
  I received my new BodyCraft X2 Gym System last week and assembled it over the holiday weekend. This gym is built like a tank! It is well designed and   well thought out also. Even though I am a beginner, I can tell already that the X2 has everything I will need to get into shape. Tony at The Bench Press.com was also very helpful through the entire ordering process and keeping me updated of the status of my order.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Willie G. Arizona


  Great Service
  
  Great customer service over the phone. I ordered some dumbbells once my gym said it was closing till further notice and I called Tony to see if my ord  er had gone thru and he said it did and reassured me that my dumbbells were on the way and to be patient with him as everyone has been buying gym equipment so rapidly and his warehouse is super busy. Thank you guys!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Nabor G. Illinois, USA


  I am surprised and amazed because delivery is so fast
  
  Today, The goods is delivered to my home in Japan. I am surprised and amazed because delivery is so fast. New York Barbells is "God"!!.Thank You.    
  By : Kazuhisa Himeda, Tokyo, Japan


  Tony At The Bench Press.Com Was Very Helpful
  
  I received my new BodyCraft X2 Gym System last week and assembled it over the holiday weekend. This gym is built like a tank! It is well designed and   well thought out also. Even though I am a beginner, I can tell already that the X2 has everything I will need to get into shape. Tony at The Bench Press.com was also very helpful through the entire ordering process and keeping me updated of the status of my order.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Willie G. Arizona


  DELTOID MACHINE
  
  Very comfortable to use. Very good service. Received order in less than a week.    
  By : Robert Pinkerton, Florida


  Like Ordering From Your Neighbor
  
  I find it incredibly refreshing to speak directly to a business owner and to have them treat me like a customer that lives down the street. I live acr  oss the country form Tony, and he helped me get what I needed to try and make it past the corona-craziness of 2020. He's responsive and accommodating, and he is carrying the products that I was looking for (powerblocks dumbbells). When I work up to the expansion set or need anything else, I'm going to go out of my way to order from wildergymequipment.com. I've got a gym equipment guy.  ... Read More Less  
  By : L Smith Washington, USA


  GLUTE & HAMSTRING UNIT:
  
  I did an extensive search on similar pieces of equipment. This was the best by far.    
  By : Philpson, MD


  My Experience
  
  Wow! I am 38 yrs old and I have no better customer service experience than Tony at Wilder Fitness gave me. It started with me requesting a quote on a   JV Half power rack with bench. Tony quoted me less than what they sell for. It was an accident on his part. However he still honored the initial quote! Tony didn't waste my time sending back emails. He called me and we talked through my goals and what I wanted. He is a nice down to earth gentlemen and we ended up talking away about other stuff too. I was excited about personalizing my equipment, and Tony made sure I was happy. He even told me the pictures don't do the justice. He was right! Lastly Tony told me it would take about 3 weeks for it to ship from their location they put them together. It showed up in 10 days! Tony told me it was easy to put together. I could just look at a picture and do it. He was right. Took me about an hour and was so simple. Thanks Tony for the best customer service experience! I will be a lifelong customer!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Pete Fox AZ, USA


  Excellent customer service
  
  I just wanted to write an email and thank your company for the excellent customer service. I recently purchased a squat rack from your company and had   a minor issue with the unit. When I called customer service I was greeted by pleasant staff members. Dale quickly sent a replacement part and I was back in the gym in a matter of days. Thank you again and you have a customer for life!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Michael Bell


  Thank You Very Much Tony Great Service
  
  I just received my Powertec Multi Press and it is great. Very easy to adjust the bench and weights for different exercises. Thank you very much Tony G  reat service.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Paul H


  Great Set
  
  Tony did an amazing job helping me with my gym equipment purchase. He really went over and above my expectations. Offered me many options to choose fr  om. Wasn't pushy at all and offered honest opinions on various equipment. Look no further for your fitness equipment needs. You will not be disappointed. Highly recommended!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Matt New York, USA


  Tony Spoto
  
  I ordered a Wilder Half Rack and a extra bench from Tony. Let me tell you, I have never had such a pleasure nailing down exactly what I needed with To  ny. Tony and I must had talked 4 different times as I was not decisive as well as Tony was definitely looking out for my best interest. He actually talked me out of spending more money than I needed too. He knew I was over killing what I was looking for. He actually made the experience fun, and I knew he gave me his honest opinion. He did not go for the kill to get me to commit. He actually made several phone calls to his vendors to suit my needs. He knew, as all in sales, that he could have just sold me and moved on......but he did not. He actually risked a sale to me by requesting me to wait till he spent the time to give me the best feedback before he locked me in with my purchase. Lets just say I appreciate Tony and his true honest opinion, he genuinely had my needs come first. So it was important to me about the delievery time frame. Tony said "I will be honest with you 2-3 weeks.” 2 weeks to the day the delivery arrives unharmed. The powder coat looks great an easy to install. Most of all I don’t do these testimonies. But with Tonys making sure we got this right before I purchased and having done a kick ass job with my best interest in mind…….Its a pleasure to spread the good information. Thanks Tony! You are a kind of guy I would love to meet someday.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Dan Sisemore CA


  Great Service
  
  I ordered a Steelflex MG300 from the folks at The BenchPress.com and I can say nothing but good things. The equipment came in a timely manner, and giv  en the COVID back orders, I would argue it came early! Tony supported me the entire time and when I had a small glitch in the product as delivered, Tony had things fixed right away. I would recommend working with the folks at The BenchPress.com and would order from them again. Great product, and great support. Thanks Tony!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Tyson Ohio, USA


  Tony Is The Man!
  
  Been doing business with Tony for years. Always takes care of me. Best service you could ever ask for.    
  By : Jim Bray Texas, USA


  Letter Of Recommendation
  
  I want to share with everyone the fantastic experience I had purchasing gym equipment from Tony Spoto at "The Bench Press." Tony is a real professiona  l with exceptional integrity and great knowledge in the business. I am 36 years old, married and have children ages 7, 5, 4, and 2. My wife and I enjoy exercising but due to professional and personal life conflicts, our time in the gym has suffered. As I continued to try to find the time to get to the gym, I realized that the simple task of getting out of the house, driving to and from the gym, and then getting in and out of the gym takes a minimum of 40 minutes of time each day...and that does not even include the exercising. I could almost get an entire workout in during this 40 minutes of lost time. The answer for me was a home gym, but who can afford that?! So, I did some homework and found Tony on line. Every day for the past six months I have been glad that I did. I am very picky about my workout routine. I wanted equipment that was affordable and would allow me to do everything at home that I could do in the gym. I did not want to still have to go to the gym to work a couple of body parts that I could not do at home. Tony asked me what I wanted to do and he found a way to fit my budget. Tony put me on to Body Solid and I ended up purchasing the Series 7 Smith Gym System, the Vertical Knee Raise/Pull Up Apparatus, Olympic bar with weight, and some small accessory items. Tony went over my workout with me and made sure that I had the right tools and he gave me a great deal on the package! Being picky, I wanted to do more than was advertised by the Series 7 gym. I was pleased by how versatile the Body-Solid Series 7 gym is. Tony and I discussed how I could get creative with my workouts. I am able effectively perform Individual Leg Curls from the lower cable as well as full range of motion individual rear deltoids. My wife and I both really like the Smith Machine as well as the option to use the Olympic bar....as Tony said we would. I was not able to try out the Series 7 Smith Gym before I bought it. I delayed the process for a very long time trying to find one locally to sample. In the end, I trusted Tony after he answered my many, many questions. Tony was patient and very responsive. Also, he is personable and not "salesy." Tony assured me that when I was ready to make the decision, just let him know. I trust Tony and will buy from him again. The pulley system and Smith bars are very smooth and I am very pleased that the cable configuration does not result in the weight feeling lighter than it should. Again, Tony assured me in advance of these aspects...and he was right. One other thing that Tony did (which proved to me that he was the real deal) was refer me to the manufacturer to discuss warranty and service. I took him up on the offer and contacted the manufacturer. Not only is Body Solid a professional outfit, but all of the reps knew Tony by name. They obviously work very closely with him and trust him to sell their product. In the end, payment and delivery was quick and easy...and have I mentioned yet that Tony gave me a great deal?! Although I knew that I was going to write this letter of recommendation from the beginning, I wanted to give it a period of time so that I knew that I was recommending a good product. This product is great. Tony blew away his competition on cost and service. I have no problem recommending Tony and Body Solid. If there are any questions about Tony or this product, I am happy to serve as a source to answer those questions. Tony, keep up the good work -- you are helping people every day!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Gary C.


  Good Person Great Prices Real Old-Fashioned Customer Service
  
  This is my letter to anybody looking to furnish a gym with new equipment do yourself a favor call Tony at thebenchpress.com he is a miracle worker he   saved me over $4,000 we love our new equipment as we expand our business we will only be dealing with Tony good person great prices real old-fashioned customer service thank you Tony it has been an absolute pleasure doing business with you.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Jorge M


  I'm Very Pleased....
  
  I just bought one of the TDS lat row machine w/250lb stack machines from thebenchpress.com and i am very pleased with it . I, m 70 years old and i use   it every day.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Thomas S.


  100% Satisfied
  
  Where do I start? Professionalism, knowledge, experience, customer service, character. Tony Spoto has gone above and beyond every time I've reached ou  t to him. Not average or basic but 5 star in all categories. I HIGHLY recommend wildergymequipment.com. Great recommendations and suggestions on my studio! All my clients enjoy the equipment. I'm truly a raving fan! Thank you Tony  ... Read More Less  
  By : Terrance Saunders KS, USA


  Great Service
  
  Trying to choose and then purchase the right strength training products is a mentally grueling task for the most part. However, upon contacting Ton  y after coming across TheBenchPress.com, that process became so much easier than I’ve ever experienced online all due to Tony’s professionalism and genuine concern for me as a customer. He was very knowledgeable and concerned that I receive not only the proper equipment but also that I received a fair price quote. So far he has helped me with two different purchases and made sure that the shipping and all correspondence went smooth. Spending money with this company was quite pleasant and makes me anticipate my next purchase. Thank you, Tony.
  ... Read More Less  
  By : Eddie


  One Word - Perfect!
  
  It was exactly the size I needed for the number of kettle bells I have and fits perfectly into the space I had planned for it. Solid quality and quick   assembly Thanx Tony.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Lawrence L.


  Great customer service - Sauna came on time, as described, and i
  
  Tony took a lot of time on the phone with me to walk me through all my sauna options. Ordering a sauna online is a scary process, for a first time   buyer, but Tony alleviated those concerns. - Sauna arrived on time, as described, and works amazingly. Thanks Tony!
  ... Read More Less  
  By : Cameron


  Replacement cable for my Lat machine
  
  About a week ago I requested a replacement cable for my lat machine. I just received the cables through Fed-Ex. Thank you for standing by your produ  ct, and providing great customer service. I will definitely order more equipment from you in the near future.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Jobczynski, Erie, Pa


  C-99966 FID BENCH
  
  recently ordered your C-99966 FID BENCH and let me tell you what a great deal it is. Excellent prices with free shipping and fast delivery. The produc  t is perfect and I can't thank you enough. I have already spread the word about newyorkbarbells.com to my friends. Keep up the great work!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Taylor Johnson


  Parts missing from order
  
  Just want to thank John Comereski from the excellent customer service, I received the missing parts just 2 days after speaking to John. John was polit  e and very helpful in solving this problem. These are the kind of people that are responsible for making a business successful. A chain is only as strong as each individual link. Thanks again.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Johnson


  PowerBlock Elite Dumbbells To The Rescue
  
  I ordered a set of PowerBlock Elite 50-pound dumbbells on 3/18/20, got my UPS shipping/tracking notification on 3/26/20, and they arrived on 4/2/20. P  ackages and contents arrived in good shape considering the weight. You were one of the last retailers to stock these during the rush to buy equipment as the COVID19 pandemic hit the USA and gyms closed down. Thanks for the the prompt service, fair pricing, and reasonable shipping time! Life saver!  ... Read More Less  
  By : JR California, USA


  Football Coach, Williamsport Area High School
  
  Your company has been a god send! We have a very limited budget to work with and with your assistance, we have been able to purchase good quality equi  pment for a reasonable price. We already have over forty off season football players working out and have attracted the girls indoor track team as well. Thank you for your patience and understanding. We enjoy doing business with you!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Stephen Saratowski


  Sprint Strider
  
  After 2 months of using the Sprint Strider and Tuff Treadmill my 40 yard dash time is 4.55 seconds.
Thank you Tony and TheBenchPress.com<  /p>  ... Read More Less  

  By : Landon Craig


  Great Success !!
  
  Being in the strength and conditioning world in the University setting, I've worked with numerous Gym and Weight Room equipment reps. 7 years ago I ne  eded lat pull downs and was on a budget. I randomly searched and "TheBenchpress.com" was where i had a couple choices pop up. So i called..... After my first conversation with Tony, he was determined to make it work. I ended up getting my Lat pulls, they were exactly what i needed, and was able to get more than I originally hoped. I got a great price, great service, and excellent customer service. A couple years later, he was the first person i called when i needed some Glute Ham (Roman Chairs). Within 2 minutes, Tony remembered my order and who i was. We got what i needed, and faster than i hoped. Fast forward to this January, I'm with a company that took over another gym that's renovation needed to POP when it was done. Well I know roughly what bars, weight, racks, etc cost, but not exactly. I knew what i wanted, realistically but of course i had a wish list. There were vendors that were "Suggested" that i get in contact with to get what was needed for the renovation. I did, but with my history with Tony, i gave him a call at Thebenchpress.com for bars and the bumper plates that I THOUGHT that i needed to get. What i ended up getting was my wish list bumpers. They were from a different company that Thebenchpress.com works with. What I ended up getting was perfect. not the run of the mill Black color bumpers that i thought i was going to get at the economy price, but the bumpers in color AND in pounds, not Metric..... the ones i wanted! (our company works with hundreds of kids). Now we can just yell "Hey, put on a yellow and a 5..." easy-peasy for coaching kids. Well a week before we were to open, one of the items i was to get wasn't going to happen. they didn't have it in stock, and couldn't ship. To say the least, i was in a bad spot. there was no way i was going to be able to place an order with a new company, with a new product and to be delivered w/in a respectable amount of time. I was checking on all my deliveries to make sure that we could staff appropriately for unloading and putting our weight room together, (11,000 sq ft, 8 racks, etc). I called Tony to check on my bumpers and bars that i had ordered. I randomly asked him if he had any association with the "Things" that i needed that i was told i couldnt get. Guess what!!! he did, and Tony was able to make it happen. Seriously!! he was able to provide me with an alternative item from that same company that was a perfect solution to my problem. Long Long Long story short. if your putting a weight room together or need weight room equipment, call Tony FIRST and see what he can put together for you. and if he isnt able to, he will find the path for you to get it done!!! -chuck  ... Read More Less  
  By : Chuck Lobe Minnesota


  Wonderful Products, Wonderful Service And A Great Deal
  
  I purchased a Power Rack, Weight Plates and a Power Bar from Tony. I had a lot of questions and Tony answered every one. Tony made sure that I got exa  ctly what I was looking and that I got it at a great price. Awesome service! Next time I am looking for gym equipment, I will be giving Tony a call.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Will Texas, USA


  I am glad that I discovered your company
  
  "I am glad that I discovered your company this year. Every piece of equipment, bar and kettle bell are excellent..." Thank you.    
  By : Michael


  Such great customer service
  
  John, First and foremost I want to thank all the people involved in my purchase at ny barbells for such great customer service. I recently purchased a   family package power rack and I am extremely happy with the quality of all these products (Gym quality ) and when a different dip attachment arrived I called ny barbells and they had the right one sent out and the old one picked up right away. I will be a return customer for sure. If your shopping for gym equipment do yourself a favor and stop here. Thanks again ny barbells.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Jeremiah


  Great Experience
  
  I purchased a powerblock set a few months ago and it was definitely money well spent. The shipping procedure was clearly explained and the package arr  ived timely and without issues. I love that the powerblocks are compact and take up hardly any room in my apartment and although I only ordered the 50lb set, I can definitely get a decent workout with them. I also love that I have to option to add additional weight if I need to down the line.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Katy Los Angeles, USA


  I recommend you HIGHLY!!
  
  Its always a pleasure dealing with you guys. I recommend you HIGHLY!! to all my friends.    
  By : David Weiss, Yonkers, New York.


  Outstanding Customer Service-Tony You're Awesome
  
  A few months ago, I contacted Tony at the bench-press regarding a couple of the Wilder Power Racks. I'm so happy I did, Tony was very polite and knowl  edgeable in helping me pick out what would be best for my club, as well as the color design. After going over the details, I had an estimate within a couple of days. Since these were being custom built, he was up-front in letting me know, it would take anywhere from 8 to 12 weeks before I would receive them. During this time, he kept me well informed on the progress and when I should receive them. I also want to thank Wilder for the incredible job they did in building the racks. I couldn't be happier, and my members love them!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Daryl Deen - Grove, Oklahoma


  Very Happy
  
  We recently bought a Muscle-D Fitness 85' Dual Adjustable Pulley System for our home gym. Tony provided tremendous help. He is friendly and extremely   responsive. We cannot be more happy with our purchase!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Jie CA. USA


  Mega Bench
  
  Never received warranty card when I bought Mega Bench from you 16 years ago. I still have and use weight bench and Leg Curl attachment.    
  By : Mike Nieves, New York


  Thank you John
  
  Thank you John so much for being such a pleasure to deal with and thank you for including a surprise for my daughter. I was nervous about the damaged   weight but you were soooo easy to deal with and corrected the problem without any issues. Thank you again. We will definitely continue to order anything we need for working out with your company and will refer you to all her crossfit friends. Have a wonderful day.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Debra


  Smith Machine, Preacher Curl, Squat Machine
  
  I bought Smith Machine, Preacher Curl, Squat Machine. Thank you for the quick service and delivery    
  By : Jose Antonio Velesquez, Brooklyn, NY


  Thank you so much for your prompt attention!
  
  John, Thank you so much for your prompt attention! This is excellent customer service and it is greatly appreciated! Happy New Year!    
  By : Christine Lombardo-Zaun, Esq., M.B.A.


  Great Experience
  
  After weeks of shopping for gym equipment I found The BenchPress and owner Tony. Tony is the real deal. A pro. Tony was not only able to find a full r  ack of tough (impossible?) to find Troy rubberized plates and dumbbells, but also a customized Wilder 4-Stack and counter-weighted Smith Machine. The equipment is as advertised, commercial grade and a cinch to install. Bomber! Tony is extremely knowledgeable. He identified the gear we needed..and the stuff we didn't. Tony is very hands on and responsive. A nice guy to boot! He sent tracking numbers as soon as things shipped, then followed up to make sure everything arrived in good shape. I would recommend Tony and The wildergymequipment.com to anyone looking at weights/equipment. A great experience!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Rick S. CO, USA


  Saved Me A Whole Lot Of Money Thank You Tony
  
  I just received my pre owned treadmill and elliptical that I bought from TheBenchPress I must admit I was nervous to see the equipment but once I got   it I was extremely happy it was everything that Tony says it was going to be but better both treadmill and elliptical looks like new they run perfect and he saved me a whole lot of money thank you Tony for being a man of your word. Thank you very much,  ... Read More Less  
  By : Jack P.


  Awesome Customer Service
  
  I received my gym a few days ago and I wanted to say a huge Thank You. It came fully assembled and I only needed to tighten the seat. You are the best  . Thanks for a superior product at an awesome price.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Tony Garcia California


  Shoulder Press Bench
  
  Tony spoto really came through with a quality bench for shoulder press. the bench i originally ordered was no longer available, so he upgraded me for   a few bucks. the bench i ended up getting was probably the nicest shoulder press bench i've seen in any gym period. great customer service, and the manufacturer even put a philadelphia eagles logo on the backrest at no charge. will definitely be purchasing from bench press fitness anytime i need new equipment. 10/10 on service and product.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Vishal N. New Jersey Usa


  Awesome Service!
  
  Tony is a total pro, and the delivery of equipment during this Covid Crisis was incredible. Please support him and his company. I could not be more pl  eased with the quality of the equipment when received. Even received a personal return phone call from an initial concern on the order. I now have a fully furnished garage gym. If he can find it for you, totally recommend the Powerblock Elite EXP 90s. Very versatile for a home gym need during this time. Support Thebenchpress.com . Great service, great products! Steve Trese  ... Read More Less  
  By : Steve Trese Texas, USA


  I just received the package
  
  I just wanted to thank you for the amazing customer service. It is nice to see when most companies do not take the extra steps to make sure the custom  er is happy. You gained a life long customer  ... Read More Less  
  By : Brian C., New Rochelle, NY


  C-PRO91205W - POWER BENCH
  
  Fantastic service! Thank you John.    
  By : Robert Pinkerton, Florida


  C-5950 FID BENCH
  
  The product quality is exceptional    
  By : Michael Calveric, NY


  Thank You For The Wonderful Deal!
  
  To Tony thank you for the wonderful deal on the Body Solid fitness equipment you sold us we have it all set up my wife and I love it and we will defin  itely be buying more from you. Thank you.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Bobby S.


  Your customer service is top notch!!
  
  just want to take a moment of your time to tell you how great you all are at New York Barbell !!! Your customer service is top notch!! Every problem I   have encountered has been dealt with the utmost respect and courtesy. I truly look forward to further purchases.. Thank you  ... Read More Less  
  By : Mark R Seniuk


  Product: C-0420-5.5-B Steel Log - 5.5
  
  I wanted to leave some feedback concerning my recent order from New York Barbell. Product: C-0420-5.5-B Steel Log - 5.5". Sales Service: EXCELLENT. Af  ter some initial confusion on my end, sales representative John got in touch with me and answered questions to expedite the sale. Shipping: Extremely fast. Product Quality: EXCELLENT. I am very satisfied with the quality of the log. While I was using it at the gym, a man who works in a steel fabrication business commented on the quality of the welds and the design. It is very sturdy. OVERALL I would give New York Barbell 5 out of 5 stars and plan to purchase more of their products in the future. Thank you  ... Read More Less  
  By : R.L. Murray


  Wilder Equipment
  
  Tony hooked it up with custom Weider Leg press, Inverted Leg press, and new benches. All custom colors and with my logo on all the equipment. If you a  re looking to upgrade your facility, this is the way to go.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Tony Ace Maryland,


  Great equipment, great service
  
  I purchased a home gym 20 years ago and it's still going strong. Thanks for all the years of better fitness.    
  By : Troy W, St. Petersburg, FL


  Keep up the great work
  
  I have used and loved your equipment for years. keep up the great work.    
  By : Tony Menechella - Frankfort, Ky


  Powerblock EXP 5-90
  
  They handled business quickly and professionally. They also were very personable through email communications, highly recommend!    
  By : Jules Williams-Lambert Chicago, IL, USA


  Outstanding Service, Care, And Support
  
  My teenage son is passionate about, and heavily committed to, weightlifting. Prior to COVID-19, he spent a substantial amount of time in the gym at ou  r local YMCA. When the gyms closed due to the pandemic -- as applies to so many other people as well, it significantly impacted his program. We spent multiple months and large amounts of time scouring every avenue we could source from coast-to-coast in search of free weights -- and had no luck down every avenue... until, thankfully, we connected with Tony. Not only did Tony provide an excellent solution for us (a 500-pound Olympic weight set) -- but while nearly everyone else in the country was taking advantage of the pandemic-fueled demand to grossly inflate their prices... Tony never-for-a-minute even contemplated doing that. Rather, he worked diligently to put together a package of premium new equipment for us -- and, quite notably, he also provided that equipment at a truly razor-thin margin... as his genuine focus was on getting my son well-taken-care-of and well-equipped to improve his overall workout program. It was very impressive. Indeed, Tony truly couldn't have been kinder, more considerate, or more genuinely supportive throughout the entire process from start to finish... and we'll consider ourselves lucky to be his long-term customers going forward. Thank you again for everything, Tony.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Rowland Florida, USA


  Power rack
  
  "Just set up my power rack and did a work out! Really impressed with the quality and really the whole purchase experience! Also, I left a message Thur  sday asking for specific delivery method, which was done. I will recommend you all to all of my friends and on social media!!!"  ... Read More Less  
  By : Rochester Hills, MI


  Thank You Tony
  
  Tony is nice person to have in friends list. Very helpful, has good knowledge on what he does.    
  By : Anoushka KA, USA


  I'm very happy
  
  "I received everything at my apartment. I just finished putting it all together. I'm very happy with it. Thank you very much! I really, really appreci  ate all this. I think you went above and beyond in customer service so I will always recommend New York Barbells. ...you didn't forget me halfway through the ordering process. I really appreciate that kind of customer service.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Ellis, Canada


  Very Happy With Plates
  
  Very happy with these plates, I was worried about the quality since there wasn't any reviews anywhere I could find. The plates are of very good qualit  y, easy to grip, great coating but they do have that rubber smell you get like the body solid plates but not too bad. The only caveat I will make note on these plates are there isn't a steel insert for ease of loading and unloading the plates, that may bother some people but for my Powertec multi bench they work great because they don't slide around like my irons want to. I wouldn't hesitate to buy again.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Nathan P. Florida, USA


  Great Success !!
  
  Being in the strength and conditioning world in the University setting, I've worked with numerous Gym and Weight Room equipment reps. 7 years ago I ne  eded lat pull downs and was on a budget. I randomly searched and "TheBenchpress.com" was where i had a couple choices pop up. So i called..... After my first conversation with Tony, he was determined to make it work. I ended up getting my Lat pulls, they were exactly what i needed, and was able to get more than I originally hoped. I got a great price, great service, and excellent customer service. A couple years later, he was the first person i called when i needed some Glute Ham (Roman Chairs). Within 2 minutes, Tony remembered my order and who i was. We got what i needed, and faster than i hoped. Fast forward to this January, I'm with a company that took over another gym that's renovation needed to POP when it was done. Well I know roughly what bars, weight, racks, etc cost, but not exactly. I knew what i wanted, realistically but of course i had a wish list. There were vendors that were "Suggested" that i get in contact with to get what was needed for the renovation. I did, but with my history with Tony, i gave him a call at Thebenchpress.com for bars and the bumper plates that I THOUGHT that i needed to get. What i ended up getting was my wish list bumpers. They were from a different company that Thebenchpress.com works with. What I ended up getting was perfect. not the run of the mill Black color bumpers that i thought i was going to get at the economy price, but the bumpers in color AND in pounds, not Metric..... the ones i wanted! (our company works with hundreds of kids). Now we can just yell "Hey, put on a yellow and a 5..." easy-peasy for coaching kids. Well a week before we were to open, one of the items i was to get wasn't going to happen. they didn't have it in stock, and couldn't ship. To say the least, i was in a bad spot. there was no way i was going to be able to place an order with a new company, with a new product and to be delivered w/in a respectable amount of time. I was checking on all my deliveries to make sure that we could staff appropriately for unloading and putting our weight room together, (11,000 sq ft, 8 racks, etc). I called Tony to check on my bumpers and bars that i had ordered. I randomly asked him if he had any association with the "Things" that i needed that i was told i couldnt get. Guess what!!! he did, and Tony was able to make it happen. Seriously!! he was able to provide me with an alternative item from that same company that was a perfect solution to my problem. Long Long Long story short. if your putting a weight room together or need weight room equipment, call Tony FIRST and see what he can put together for you. and if he isnt able to, he will find the path for you to get it done!!! -chuck  ... Read More Less  
  By : Chuck Lobe Minnesota


  Powerline PFT 100
  
  I have been looking for a Functional Trainer for approximately 2 months and finally viewed Tony’s website “Thebenchpress.com”. This turned out t  o be one of the BEST decisions I could make in purchasing what I was looking to get for myself and family. Mr Spoto (Tony) as he insists, was a true gentleman. He worked with me on a payment plan and with the current health scare going on around the world and this country, worked his hardest to get me my item in an extremely timely manner. Tony runs a great business has a great business acumen and he and his sister are two people you can trust in delivering great products, at great prices I’m a timely manner.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Robert Maniaci New Jersey, USA


  I am VERY pleased with my purchase
  
  Dear New York Barbell Co, I recently (last week) purchased another piece of equipment from you via the internet. I received it today and again I am VE  RY pleased with my purchase (another quality piece of equipment) but even more am very impressed with your superfast order processing and shipping. I have purchased 3 items from you and will continue to purchase all my equipment from you. I only wish all internet dealers were as professional and speedy as New York Barbell's..Thank You Again best wishes  ... Read More Less  
  By : Charles Antoni


  Simply the best customer service I have ever seen
  
  I purchased many NY Barbell products over the years. After about 10 years of brutal use, one of the welds on my NY Barbell preacher curl bench started   to go. I mailed the part back to NY Barbell. They not only repaired the part, but it looked better than new. They even repainted the part. John at NY Barbell emailed me at every step of the way. The turn around time was only one week and my cost for the repair was zero. Thank you John.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Dr. David Shumer, R.N., Esq.


  One Word - Perfect!
  
  It was exactly the size I needed for the number of kettle bells I have and fits perfectly into the space I had planned for it. Solid quality and quick   assembly Thanx Tony.  ... Read More Less  
  By : Lawrence L.


  Ordering Equipment
  
  During difficult times it was a great to have someone be so responsive and helpful. Tony made sure that the order was processed and the equipment matc  hed the need. Can’t thank him enough. Stay healthy!!!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Dan Baer NJ USA


  Body Solid Treadmill
  
  Tony is the best! Was looking for a certified preowned treadmill—the same treadmill they use at at orange theory-he offered me a good deal but also   gave me another option -he suggestion that I look at the body solid endurance treadmill with a 4 hp motor, brand new with all of the features at the same price as the used freemotion treadmilI I was looking for-thats caring about your customers and trying to find the best option available! -buy from Tony and gain a friend you can trust!  ... Read More Less  
  By : Jay Lafolette Texas
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